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Abstract. In this paper WC investigate the computational power of simple programming langu;lpcs 
and provide charactcri/ations (or partial characterizations) of the functions computahlc by such 
programs in terms of some space and/or time complexity classes of Turing machines. Call it 
function t’c_x ,. . . . , A, b over the nonneg.ati\*c integer\ linearly hounded if fr.\ ,, . . . , S, I -- 
@us, + - * * +x, 1. We show that any linearly bounded function fix 1, . . . , x, ) computable by a Turing 
machine in O(n I space and O(2 “‘1 time, where A < 1 and tr =‘A-, f. . - +s,j is ‘hc length of the 
hilliirq’ representation of x1 + - * - +s,, can he computed by a program without nc.sted loops using 
only the instruction set R = {s + s -1. 1. if s = 0 then y + y + 1, da .I- . . . end}. TbLls, functions :ike 
k- 
I.+.]. gcd{s. v}, Ix .& slops J. ‘t t c. can he computed by R-prqrams. Any fur<tion computable 
by an R-pro$m can he computed by :I Turing machigc in 001) space and O(2” I time. it is opt'11 
whcthcr or not the time can be reduced to O(2”” 1 for sonic A 6: 1 (which may depend on the 
program). E’c alsc, introduce simple programming lan;I:zages whicil are complete charilctcriTati(>ns 
of the functions comFtifablt‘ by certain space boundcci I linear hounded, polynomial hounded. 
etc. I classes of Turing machines. For ~uamplc, we show that B function fls,. . . . . x, 1 over the 
ncmnt‘gativc integers is computable by a linear space bounded Turin, 11 machine if and only if it 
is computiihk by a program using oniy ihc constructs s +- I, v +- .v + Y, .Y ++ s - 1’. do s . . . end 
\ut*h that (i I there arc no nested loop\. and t ii, the occurr<ncc of ;I construct .t +- .Y + \’ in it Ic~)p 
prl*cIudc\ the occurrcnct’ of a construct y + \’ + .z within the GIinc loop. E:,utensions arc also made 
for some time complc’uity classes of Turing machines. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper wt‘ investigate the computational power of simple programming 
languages and provide characterizations (or partial characterizations) of the func- 
tions computable by some space and/or time complexity classes of Turing 
machines.’ The powu of simple programming languages have been studied before 
[l-3, 6, 7, 1 I-171 as have the relationships with the complexity classes of Turing 
machines [ 2, 6, 121 (SW also [I, 131). Let L be the language (i.e., instruction set) 
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(s ‘.- 0, 6 +- s+l, sty, do A-... end}. An L-program is a program usin,; only 
car structs in 1. It is known that L-programs characterize the class of primitive 
rccirrsive functions [ 131. In [13] restrictions were placed on the level of nesting of 
loop. allowed in such programs to obtain a subrecursive hierarchy of the primitive 
rccursi\rc functions. Let L, represent the set of such programs where the level of 
nesting is at most i. Then, for each i, there exists a function f’, that has the propert) 
that each program in L, with input _V will run in O(/‘:” ’ (x )) time, for some constant 
k (where k may depend on the program). For example f2(s ) = 2’, and hence 
L _.-programs compute exactly the class of clemcntary recursive functions [ 131. 
L !-programs dcfinc the class of simple functions [ 171, a proper subclass of the 
PrAurgcr functians 13, 4, 71. One can observe then the ck,inplexity gap hetwecn 
L , and L -1 programs. 
( ecrtaiJl dtxision problems, among them the equi\?ale:;Ce problem, wcrc first 
410~~1 to b,e decidable for- L , -programs in [17]. In [3] it was shown that L l w 
(\ +-.Y -- 11 programs exactly compute the functions definable in Presburger arith- 
mctic f:lJld thus the cquivalcncc: problem for this extension of L 1 remains deciclablc). 
Other c’xtcnsions or \,ariations of the language L I have been studied 13, 3, 7, 1 I]. 
~-Or CWlpk kt s bC the biJl#l:ljiC 
{ .Y +- .t +- 1 1 .t f-- .Y -?- 1, if .I -= 0 then exit. do .t . . . end}. 
Au S-program is ;I program without ni-sted loops using only constructs in S. The 
-*if .I -z 0 then exit” instruction care orlly appear inside a loop, LIrld it CZIusc’S an t\xit 
Wuf of the hop) if .Y z 0. It is known that S-programs coniputc ‘the same ciass of 
flJJlcficlJl~ ;1\ L, _/{\ +-.K -I- I ) prqyxms 13, 3, 71. Addition of other simple constructs 
10 S doc(* not chimgc its computing power. Thus, e.g., t’~r~ 
I I\ +-0. t -v + I..\ +-t .- I, t +-- \-, if .t T 0 then A else 0). 
(y f-0. .\’ +- 1 4- I. .V +-.Y 2 1, if .Y --= 0 then A else H), 
Sirnpk progrumrning limfgrn~es 
respectively 
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{A- 41, .Y c-x + 1, _I- t-t- L 1, .Y + ~9, if x = 0 then A else B}, 
were both equivalent to L I u{x +x - 1) ir* co5lputational power. In Section 2 wt‘ 
introduce the language R which, althoub! 1 very similar to the languages L I u 
{ s + A- -L 1) and S, is as it turns out a much more powerful language. Let R lx the 
language 
We show that the computational power of R is the same as that of the L I variation 
with 
{x t- 0, .I- * x + 1 , .\’ t- s A 1, if x = 0 then A else R} 
as the set of primitive instructions. In fact, wt’ show that addition of other constructs 
such as 
s - 0, .r + \ , _x t.\’ + 1, if _t- = 0 then _y + 0, if .v = 0 then y c- y -1_ 1 
does not change the computing power of R. This. however, does not seem to imply 
that R is equivalent to the L 1 variation in [ 1 l] where “s + y ” is also allowed as a 
primitive instruction. To prove this, it would be sutfjcient to show that the addit:on 
of the instruction “if _I- = 0 then y + z ” adds no computing power to R. Wt conjecture 
that this is true. but are unable at this time to prove it. In Section 3 wz show that 
R-programs (programs without nested loops using only constructs in R ; can compute 
more than Presburger functions. In fact, we have the following partial characteriz- 
ation of R-programs. Call a function 1*(x 1, . . . , .u,) over the nonnegative integers 
linearly bounded if f(s 1, . . . , Si) 5 0(x 1 + - - . +A-; ). In Section 3 we show that any 
linearly bounded function f’(s Ir . . . , A-, ) computable by a TM in O(tz ) space and 
O( Y’ j time. where h < 1 and iz = 1.~ I + - + . + st 1 is the length of the binary represonra- 
tion of .L l + - * - + xc, can be computed by an R-program. Thus, functions like Is/ I* ] , 
gd{s. y}. 1 : i-1 1 log .I- 1, etc. can be computed bv R-programs. One should contr,3st 
this result with the Turing machine space/time-complexity mentioned earlier [2], 
for S (or equivalently L 1 u {_u +x -1. I})-programs. R-programs can also compute 
polynomially bounded functions (ix., f(s,, . . . , A-,) s- p(sl, . . . , A-~) for some poly- 
nomial p) provided the outputs are given by ‘parts’. For example, an R-program 
c;m compute and store the result of .Y :g y in two variables z 1 and zz with z 1 
(respectively. z2 ) containing the most significant (respectively. least significant) digits 
of the result. Using the techniques in [5-J it can he shown that any function 
computable by an R-program can he computed by a TM in space 0(/z) and time 
O(2” 1. This is not quite the converse. We do not know if the time can be reduced 
to Ot2”” ) for some A < 1 (which may depend on the program). An interesting 
quc’s,ion is whether there arc O/ 1 valued functions computable bjf O(U) space 
bounded TM‘s which are not R-program definable. This is equivalen: to the +~estic;~ 
whether O(rr ) space bounded TM’c can recognize more sets than TM’s operatillg 
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simultaneously in O(rz ) space and O(2”“) time, A < 1. This problem seems very 
difficult. The answer is not known even for the case when the time restriction is 
redu(ced to a polynomial. 
Earlier we noted the computational gap between L 1 and L2 programs. R-programs 
(as do the two variations of L I -programs previously mentioned from [l l]), L 1 u 
1 _K C-X - I)-programs and S-programs all fall properly into this gap. While these 
languages seem quite natural, they do not correspond well with the usual Turing 
machine complexity classes and they all belong near the lower end of the gap. Our 
next objective is to examine languages that are more powerful and which do relate 
well to various Turing machine complexity classes. 
In the remaining sections we turn our attention to complete characterizations of 
thlosc functions computable by certain space bounded (linear bounded, polynomial 
bounded, ctc,) classes of Turing machines. Characterizations of functions (or sets) 
computable by linear bounded Turing machines have been studied before It;]. For 
cxampk, a regressing function is computable by an 0~ ) space bounded TM if and 
on1y if it is computable by a program, which can have arbitrary nesting of loops, 
over the language {A- + k, s +- ,I- 2 1, .\ + y, do x . . . end, halt 1 k 2 0). (A function 
/‘f Y[, . . . , x,) ova- the nonnegative integers is regressing if there is a nonnegative 
integer constant (’ such that f(sI, . . . , _I-,) s max{sl. . . . , A-~, c)). While it is obGous 
that such programs cannot compute all functions computable by linear bounded 
Turing machines it is clear that they can recognize all sets recognizable by linear 
hounded Turing machines. 
In Sections 3 and 5 we examine some simple classes of loop programs (where 
the lev4 of ncsting of all loop structurt‘s is limited to one or two) over diflcrcnt 
instruction sets that characterize functions (or sets) that arc computable by certain 
c;pacc rcstrictcd classes of Turing machines. Related results can bc found in [I, 1.21. 
In Section 4 WC introduce the languages Q, K and T and then .how that programs 
over the languages Q, K and r compute precisely those functions computable b> 
dctcrministic linear spact: bounded Turing machines (where the output is also linear 
hounded). In Section 5 wc extend the languages so that they are capnhlc of 
computing exactly the functions which arc computable by O(2“” ) and polynomial 
space hrundcd Turing machines as well as the functions computable by some time 
ret rictcd kg., O( 2’ ” ) and polynomial tinw) classes of Turing machines. Lastly 
through the use of a choice instruction (.I +- choictd), 1 H wit estcnd our results for 
ttic’ ric,n-doter-miriisti~ c;ws. 
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outputs f‘itr 1, . * . , ( [ 1 in binary using at most s (II 1 cells on each work tape and also 
on the output tape. ahere II = 10 I + - . - + ~1~1. The time complexity is de ‘Ined similarly. 
\%‘hile this definition of complexity is different from the usual one in that FZ = 
$1, + * l * + a([. instead of the Iength of the input, it is necessary in the case of 
R-prc;grams since a function of the (1,‘s that is not linearly bounded cannot be 
ccxnputed atxf stored in a single variable. This then constrains the run time of these 
t 
programs to be O( 2’ ’ I l .“‘* ), which is different from O(2’ “I y”“f”r’ 1. Note that for 
sin!Jr: input f\*nctic>ns this detinition is equivalent to the usual one. Also in Sections 
4 and 5. where we considcrr rnorc powerful languages, this definition is also 
equivalent to the usual one since InI # - n - # atI 5~ 2t :i: \(I, + - - - +(zI/. Notice that 
there is no loss in generality if we just consider a designated work tape as the 
output tape. Without 1~~s of gener;Uy we require the worktape alphabet ttr bc 
{O, 1, l_rli~Ilk}. 
For many of the proofs in this paper it is convenient to USC an intermec iatc 
programming language. ‘This lar~guagc‘, which WC shall call M, has the follo\iing 
constructs: 
2. The language R 
Ltzt R bc the IanguagC consisting of the following constructs: 
.\’ + s A 1 
if _K = 0 then .\I’ +- y + 1 
do s 
end. 
AJI R-program is a program P(s I, . . . , s, I of the form 
inputk l, . . . , A-, 1 
outputc; 1 
wha-c the code between the input: and output statements only uses constructs 
A. and there art’ IZO nested loops. The input domain is N’. whcrc N is the set 
rwnnt’g!ati\,c integers..’ Ail zoninput variables arc initially 0. 
in 
of 
and 
respectively. (Recall that the primitive instructions of L I are “X 4)“, “x +_x + 1” 
and “s C-J?) In this section we show that the language R is equivalent in computa- 
tional power to the first of these generalizations and we conjecture the same about 
the second. In fact, we are able to show a slightly stronger rest:9 which states that 
the addition of the constructs b’s t-O”, “A- .- $‘, “s c-x + 1”) .‘if x = 0 then y + 0” 
and *‘if s =O then yy A 1” does not change the computing power of R. Actually 
some additional work needs to be done to show that each LJike program with 
the primitive instructions of “A- t O”, “_I- + s + 1 *‘, “.I- +- .Y A 1 l ‘, “if x = 0 then A else 
B” can be simulated by an R-program. The simulation, howt-ver, is straightforward 
and will he lett to the reader. Even so, this does not seem to imply that R is 
equivalent to the other variation of L 1 where “.v * y” is also allowed as a primitive 
instruction. For a proof of this it would be sufficient to show that the instruction 
“if s =0 then \+z” adds no computing power to R. One should point out here a 
related question regarding the language M as to whether the instrur*tion “_l- c- ~1” 
adds computational power to certain time restricted classes 01 M-p-ograms. The 
relationship between R-programs and M-programs is covered in thl. next section. 
We now show that the addition of the instructions “_I- +- 0”, “.I +-- Y”, “I + .V + 1 “, 
“if s = 0 then I* + 0” and ‘-if s = 0 then y c- y -L 1” do,s not incrr ase the computing 
power of the language R. The addition of the third and last constructs can easil! 
1~ shown to add no computing power to R. The reader can verify that the instruction 
**if .v -0 then vt>f~ 1” can be simulated by the code: 
if .I- = 0 then II. + it* +- 1 
if 1’ - 0 then it’ +- tt* + 1 
!/it* is in;tially (I/‘! , 
if It* -= 0 then \’ +- J’ + 1 //v gets the desired result// 
I\‘ c- \\’ -L 1 
\I’ - It’ 1- 1 //it’ becomes O// 
3. Simulation of R-programs 
In this section we shall show that any functior f(s I, . . . , .I-~) computable by a TM 
in O(rz ) space and 0(2A’t ) time, where A < 1, can be computed by an R-program. 
It is convenient to use an intermediate language, the language M, in the proof. As 
in an R-program, an M-program P(sl, . . . , AT,) begins with an input inrtruction, 
“input(x 1, . . . , .Y, I”, and ends with an (possibly labeled) output instruction “out- 
put! z r. 9(x *, . . . 1 T, ) halts if and only if it executes the output instruction. 
The connection between R-programs and M-programs is given by the following 
lemma. 
Proof. Let P be an M-program that runs in d 2” time for some positive constant 
d. Let P have the form P : CY 1 : CY? ; . . . ; al, where CY, ( 1 s i 5 I) is an instruction in M. 
We assume without loss of generality that CX~ is the last instruction executed before 
the program halts (with the output).’ Let h, ( 1 s i s / ), s, 14 and L‘ be new variables 
not used in Y. We construct an equivaknt R-program P’. Then P’ has the following 
form: 
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Case 1. If ai is “X cc-x + 1”) then pi is 
ifhi= them-x+1 
if hi = 0 then h, + I+ h, 1 + 1 1 
if 12, = 0 then h, +- hi + 1 
Case 2. If ai is “if x =- 0 then goto I”, then pi is 
II + 1 
t! *- 2 
if ili = 0 then II + II A 1 
ifx=O thenu+u+l 
//This can be coded as u + II + 1 
assuming that u is initially O// 
//u = 0 if and only if /I, = 0 and .Y f O// 
if h, = 0 then c + L‘ 1 1 
if s = 0 then c + t’ A 1 
//c = 0 if and only if h, = 0 and _I- = O// 
if 11 = 0 then 11,  1 + 11, . I A 1 
if L = 0 then 11, + 11, A 1 
if It, = 0 then It, f- /I, + 1 
11 + 0 //coded II + II L 1; 14 +- 14 -*- l// 
t‘+o 
The converse is obvious. g 
WC now proceed to show how an O(n ) space bounded and 0~2”” ) time bounded 
TM can be simulated by an M-program with run time O(2” !. For ease in exposition, 
WC shall only consider functions with one input argument. The extension to multi- 
argument functions is straightforward. A direct simulation of a TM by an M-program 
would he to use variables to represent the tape contents to the left and right of 
each tape head. On each move of the TM the variables are readjusted to represent 
the new tape configurations. This technique, however, encounters a problem. The 
largest numhcr computable by an M-program running in O(2” ) time is O(2” ). 
However, since the readjustment of variabks in the M-program takes 00”) time 
li.e., each move of the TM takes O(2” ) time to simulate in the M-program! and 
there are O( 2 “’ ) such readjustments to simulate, the running time of the /l&program 
would he O( 1’ ’ + ’ “’ ). The problem is then that the R-program cannot generate a 
large t\nc?ugh numb~~r in order to simulate the TM. 
To overcome tb s problem, the M-program will first split each tape into k- 
scgmcnts (where k is any fixed constant). Each segment Gil be represented by a 
single variable and so the simulation of each move of the TM will rcquirc only 
O(2” i, I steps of the M-program. We will see that the M-program can split the tapes 
into k segments in O( 2”) time and hence the total time needed by the ll/a-program 
for the simulation will be O(2” + 2’” + Ilk I” ). So, whenever A + 1 /k 5 1. the simulation 
will be possible for an R-program (by Lemma 1 L 
These ideas are described more formally in the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2. Art Oh )-space hounded arld 0(2”‘1) time bounded TMcarz be simulated 
by an M-program which runs in O(2” + 2 ‘ht”k”‘) time for any fixed integer k. 
Proof. Consider a c :+: IZ space bounded and O(2”” ) time bounded TM 14, where c 
is some positive constant. Assume that A has t worktapes one of which we assume 
to be the output tape. Then it is easy to construct an [n/‘kl -space bounded and 
O(2”“) time bounded TM B with k +c :!: k 2: t worktapes thcjt wi!! simulate A in 
two phases. In the first phase, B will mark off [n/k] tape dells on each of its 
worktapes and then copy the contents of the ith ( 1 s i s k) Z;egment of [n/k 1 input 
tape cells to the ith worktape. Then, in the second phase, B will simulate A, ncvel 
using the input tape again, by using the first k tapes to simulate the input tape and 
tapesk+(i-l)i:k~:c+I throughk+i:!:k :+: c to simulate the ith worktape of A. 
Clearly the tasks performed by B in the first phase take at most a polynomial (in 
11 ) number of steps and so B is also O(2”’ ) time bounded. Notice that c 3: k worktapes 
of B represent the ouput tape of A. The M-program to simulate A will have fhrce 
parts. The first part will bc to split the input info k segments and will have running 
time O( 2” 1. The second part will then simulate the second phase of B in the 
straightforward manner described earlier. Since each worktape used in the second 
phase ol the computation of B has at most [u/k] tape cells being used. the second 
p,art of the M-program will run in Ot2’” ’ ’ ” “’ j time. The final part of the M-program 
will concatenate the variables containing fhc rqx-csentations of the L* :c k c,utput 
tapes of H, info c variahlcs each rcprcwnting II bits of the output of .4. The third 
part will also take O(2” f time. 
Since tile second part of the M-program is straightforward WC’ will concern 
O~I~SCIVL‘S only with the implcmcntation of the tirst and third parts, which arc 
t hcmccl\.j,:s WI-~ simil:\r. We now describe tlic code that splits the input into k 
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But since 2 s 2”“+’ we get the time ‘o be 012”). Next we compute u -_.y - cl*, which 
again takes O(2” ) time. 
After Step 5 is completed z t.2, the binary representation /2,, - . - /I,,,,~ _ l while II 
is h,,,, a - - b ]. Note that we even know exactly how many bits each half contains. 
It follows that the time necessary to split an rz-bit input into two segments is O(2”). 
Now let us analyze the total time necessary for part 1 of the program which will 
split the input into k segments. The cost of each split (into two segments) is O(2’ I 
where s is the size of the number bating split. Now if we req:lire k segments, then 
we will have I split of size II, 2 of size #z/2, 4 of size r1/4, . . . , k of size n/k. Thr! 
time necessary then will be: 
C’[2” + 2 * 2P1’17 + 4 :+: 2j’jJ + . . . + k :;: 2*““] < c :;: 2” ;;: log k 
for large enough II. Hence the time required for splitting the input into k scgmenzs 
is O(2” ), and so the code for part 1 can bc realized. 
The third part of the M-program is similar to the first part. We only show how 
to concatenate two t7/2 bir numbers x and J* and then show how to extend this to 
k segments each of which has n/k bits. Let x and ~1 each have 1z/2 bits. Then the 
concatenation of s and ~7 is performed in the fo!lowing two steps. 
Sfep 1. The first step is to compute .i ::: 2’!” . This is done by rt peatcdly performing 
the operation _V + 21 II/ 2 times. The time necessary for this, task is 0(x:’ ,r,,J 2’ ) 
which is O(2” ). 
step 2. The desired result is now s + y. The time necess~y for this task is O(2” ) 
Now let us analyze the total time necessary for part 3 of the M-program. The cost 
of each concatenation of two variables is O(2’) where each variable has at most 
s/2 bits. Now if we require the concatenation of k variables each containing at 
most u/k bits WC will have 1 concatenation of two U/Z bit numbers, 2 concatenations 
of two u/4 bit numbers, . . . , k/2 concatenations of two n/k bit numbers. The time 
ncccssary will then be 
for large enough 11. Hence the time required for concatenating the output is CU” 1 
and so part 3 can be rcalizcd. 
Now upon examination of the M-program we have just dcscribcd wt‘ find that 
t hc time required is O(2” ) for parts 1 and 3 and O(3 “’ I”“‘) for part 2 (since it 
takes O( 2” ” ) steps of the M-program to simulate one step of the TM and there 
3f’c 2”” steps of the TM to simulate). Hence the total time is OU” +21A4 “t,“‘L 
Finally, WC note :hat if the output tape of the TM is cnrl-space bounded and I’ ‘) 1 1 
tllcn (- x~ariahlcs arc sufficient to represent the output, with eacil variable containin;: 
311 ri-hit number. 7 
From Lemmas 1 and 2 we have the following theprcm. 
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Cwollary. Gmsider an s (n )-space bounded TM A. .Jf lim,, -+=, s (n j h + 0, then A 
cm be simulated by an R-program 4 
We do not know if the converse of the above theorem holds. However, the 
fc,llowing partial converse easily follows from the proof of [5, Theorem 4.11: Any 
fl;nction f(sl, . . . , st) computable by an R-program can be computed by a TX in 
0~1) space and O(2”) time. Whether or not the time can be reduced to O(2”“) for 
some A < 1 (which may depend on the program) remains open. In fact, we do not 
know if there are O/l functions computable by O(U) space bounded TM’s that 
cannot be computed by R-programs. 
4. Characterizations of linear bounded Turing machines 
in iilis secrion we consider programming languages that characterize those func- 
tions computable by linear bounded Turing machines. The reader may note that 
the I~~nguage R can be ext <Fded so that all polynomially bounded functions definable 
hy linear space bounded TM’s can be computed. Let Re be the instruction set 
R \, {s +- .Y + v}, whcrc the variables s and 17 in the construct “s + _Y + J’” are distinct. 
~ZII R’ -program is a program over R’ satisfying: ( 1 ) there arc no nested !oops. 
and (2 I no loop can contain more than one construct “s + .I + I*“. Then we have 
the following theorem. 
Proof. ‘I‘hc construct “.v +- .Y + J*” allows the computation of w.mhxs that grow 
polynomiaily in the input values. iV~oreo~~cr_, bccausc of restriction (2 1, no bigger 
nlimbcrs coin bc computed. 3 
SS c shall now consider other programming langu~~gcs that characterize functions 
computable by linear-bound4 TM’s. The langua~cs will bc over riitl‘crent instruc- 
tion \CtC; and will dcfinc clasps of loop programs where the Ic\,cl of nesting of a111 
Ioop structurc’s is limited to oiw or two. Each language will consist of a set of 
constructs and a set of restrictions go\zrning the use of the instructions. The 
I:lngu:igc rcstricticjns arc s]c2itactic in nature and therefore :trc compile time 
JCtCCt~lhlC. 
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The languages are as follows: 
Language constructs Restricbtons4 
Q: .Y + 1 1. No nesting of looys is allowed. 
X+X+y 2. If the construct “x t-x + y ” appears in a 
X*X-y loop, then there is no construct of the 
do s form “y + y + z ‘y within the loop. 
em! 
end 
1. 
2. 
The level of nesting for all loop structures 
is at most 2. 
Consider an) nested loop structln-e. Let 
the construct “do o . . . end” be the outer 
loop. The Presence of a “do s . . , end” 
construct within the outer loop shall prc- 
elude the use of a “x +x + 1” construct 
within any inner loop cont..jined within 
the “do c . . . end” construct. 
For example consider the nested loop structure: 
This structure is not permitted in K since the use of the inner “do y . . . end” 
construct implies by the second restriction th t the “~1 c- J* + 1” construct cannot bc 
contkned within tht “do z . . . end” construct. As another example consider the 
folic~winp loop strucixe: 
do :; 
do J’ 
.Y + .\: + 1 
end 
end 
Both restrictions are satisfied; hence this structure is a legal loop structure in K. 
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1. 
9 
I. 
a. 
end 
b. 
The level of nesting for all loop structures is at 
most 2. 
Consider any nested loop structure. Let the con- 
struct “do c . . . end” be the outer loop. Then at 
least one of the following must hold. 
If a “do s . . . end” construct appears as an inner 
loop, then no construct of the form “s + J+” or 
“s + s + 1” may appear al~)‘\\+ere within the outer 
loop. 
At most one construct of the form “s + s + 1 l ’ can 
appear in an innor loop and even then no construct 
of the form “s + y” can appear in the same inner 
loop c1rzd a “s +- 0” construct must immediately 
precede the inner loop. 
shown that K and Q without their respective F zcond restrictions also define exactly 
the elementary recursive functions. 
Let c be a set of language constructs along with the associated restrictions. The 
form of a C-program is similar to that of an R-program except that we allow only 
a single output. For convenience in the remaining sections we use a slightly different 
complexity measure. A function f(sl, . . . , x,) over the nonnegative integers is 
computable in s(n 1 space if there is a TM M which when given any input a I # l 9 l # 
a, (each ‘~7; in binary), outputs f(a Ir . . , , n, ) in binary using at most s (rz 1 cells on 
each worktape and also on the output tape, where II = ial # l . . # a,1 is the length 
of L1] # ’ l l #a,. Note that Iu I # - l . #a,/ s t *: Ia I + l . . + QJ and so this complexity 
measure is equivalent to the one used earlier for all of the remaining programming 
languages (since multiplication is computable in each). The time complexity T(rz ) 
is defined similarly. In the sequel the size of a variable will also refer to the number 
of bits in the binary representation of its value. Notice that there is no loss in 
generality if WC just consider a designated work tape as the output tape. The 
functions s (II ) = c * II, s (II I - p(~r ) and s t IZ ) = 2”’ (where c is a positive constant and 
p denotes a polynomial) will by of interest in the remaining sections of this paper. 
We are now ready to show that functions computable by 0, K and 7 programs 
are precisely those computable by deterministic linear space bounded ‘TM’s First 
we show that the restrictions on Q, K and T programs are sufficient :o show that 
the value of each variable during the execution of a program is bounded by a 
polynomial of the input values. The polynomial will depend only on the program. 
This will then imply that the size of each variable is bounded by a linear function 
of the input sizes. Hence such programs can be simulated by deterministic linear 
bounded TM’s The converse is shown by a two-step conversion. Fi -st we show 
that a linear bounded TM can bc simulated by an M-program that runs in tLne 
polynomial in the input values. The next step will show that. such M-programs can 
be simulated by Q, K and T programs. 
WC start with the following lemma. 
Proof. l’hc proof for each type of program is basically an induction on the length 
of P. Thcv do howcvcr difcr somcwilat in structure. Suppose ithat P contains 
variables 1% 1, . . . , r,. 
Cuw 1 . P is (1 Q-yrogrdrlr. 
Consider the execution of a “do A-. . . end” construct in which the c*alue of a 
variable z*,,, increases. This can only happen if there is a construct of the form 
. . I ,,, * c,,, + L‘, l . (rn f i) in the loop. Furthermore, the restriction on Q-programs 
implies that the value of c, cannot increase during the execution of the loop. Let 
L.: ( i I be the ~aluc of variable c, after rhe jth pass of the loop. Hence the values of 
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c, before and after the execution of the loop are vi(O) and Ui(.r(O)) respectively. Then 
c,,,(j+ l)Smax{tt,Jj), l}+ i Ci * (max(ui(i)y 11) 
I --l.ifm 
where c,, i=l,..., I are nonnegative constants (the 1’~ in the equation are to 
handle the case where a variable is set to one within the loop). Now c, # 0 implies 
by the restriction that ci(j) 5 max{vi(O), l}, O<j s .r(O). Hence we have 
r,,,(s (0)) 5 max{c,, NJ), I} +S (0) * 
[ 
i Ci :i: tItIaX{t.~i(O), 1)) . 
i - 1.i * tt1 1 
The conclusion can MOW be obtained by induction on the length (= number of 
instructions) of P. 
Case 2. P is a K-program. 
Suppose we consider the execution of a nested loop structure where the construct 
“da z . . . end” is the outer loop. Let ci(j) again be the value of vari;ible Ci after 
the jth pass of the outer loop. If the variable vi does not have a construct “P, * L‘, + I” 
inside an inner loop (with respect to this nested loop structure), then the value of 
13, carr, increase by at most a constant on each pass of the outer loop. SO c, (z W s 
r-,(O) +C ~3 z (01 for some constant c. However, suppose the construct “~7, - P, + 1” is 
inside an inner “do v . . . end” construct. Then by the restriction on K-programs 
no construct ‘-J* c- v + 1’. appears in an inner loop. Hence y( j + 1) -s v( i I + d for 
\ome positive conslant ti, and so JV( i) 5 !t(O) +ti +: z(0) for each j, 0 s j K-. z (0). If we 
supp~~ a single inner loop, WC have l*,( i + 1 I--:- (L‘, ( i) + 1 j + ti’(\-t i) + 1 ). Here 
~,(‘?(o,)-- I‘,(o)-t~(o)+(~‘:i- -C’(y(.j)+ 1) 
* r>,(O) +,-((I) i-d :i: ,’ f$) :i. (y(O) -t-t/ 4; : (0) + 1 ). 
which is a polynomial in J$)), 2 (()I :ind L*, (0). This was ii simple cxamplc inwIving 
only one inner loop. ‘I‘lit2 mart‘ gcntml kXSc is sirllililr. AgiIill the conclusion fOllc~WS 
from an induction on tlic Icngth of P. 
C i4.w 3. Y is (1 T-pro,qrtrtll. 
:\gairl MXJ consider what hqq~ns during the cxccution of a nested i~~~~p structure. 
C il.c;t’ 3.1. Re;tricticm Za holds. Thcrl the proof is similar to th;it of C’asc 2. 
~ir.W 3.2. Restrict ion 2b holds. After the execution of the inner loop the 
nl~G-nunl \*aluc contained in any \:;u-iable could incrcasc by mow than a constant 
~11~ if the loop contained a construct of the form l IV +-s + I ‘I Thtz restriction. 
howc\.tsr. implic’s that sifter the csccution of such an inner loop the value of .X is 
1 ~c~trncicti I??,;t constant plus the \*;~luc of the loop control variable. Hcncc on 3 P~ISS 
of the outer loop the masimum value contained in any variable can increase by at 
mo\t ;I corr!&lnt. ‘I‘hc rest of the proof is similar to that of Case 1. ~3 
Since the value of each variable during the computation of these programs is 
bounded by a polynomial of the input values we know that the size of each variable 
(the number of bits necessary to represent its contents) is bounded by a linear 
function of the input sizes. The following lemma is now straightforward. 
Lemma 4. Let C represent either 0, K or T. Let P(x I, . . . , xr ) be a C-program. Tlzen 
f&x,, * l . , xr 1 is computable by a deterministic linear space bounded Turing nzachirre. 
Proof. Suppose a 1, . . . , a, in A/ are the inputs. Ciearly, ai s 2” for each i. Also, 
during the computation. no variable in the program can have value more than 
((a1+1)+ - - * (a, + 1))’ for some fixed r (Lemma 1). Hence no variable can have 
value more than Yr*“’ + *’ and thus can be represented in t 4: r :i: (II + 1) bits. It 
follows that a TM can be constructed to simulate the computation of the program. 
The output value of z is computed in a read write ;ape until the program halts and 
then the Turing machine copies the output onto the one-way tape. 3 
Next we show a relationship between certain time restricted M-p~grams and 
programs over the languages Q, K and T. 
Lemma 5. Let C rcprrser~t either Q, K or T. Let P(x l. . . . , A-, I be ait M-program. I_ 
P hcts ml1 tirw CN2”” 1 fbr some positise cortstarlt c, t4crl P can hC corr LVrttJd i:;W ii 
G-progrm~z P’ (II = (S I # - . - # _v, j ). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1. 
Let P be an IV-program that run? in d2”’ tke for some positive constants c and 
ti. Let P have the form cy I ; a2 : . . . :cY~, where N, ( 1 G i s k ) is an instruction in M. 
Let h, ( 1 s i s k 1, s, II, c and IS* be new variables not used in P. Then P’ has the 
following form: 
I% 
end 
The idea is to generate a value greater than or equal to the excc:!tion time of P 
in the variable s. Then the execution of the “do s . . . end” construct will simulate 
at least one instruction of P on each pass. The &s will be O/l-valued variables 
that carry the intuitive meaning that hi = 1 if and only if cyI (the ith instruction of 
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PI is the next instruction to be executed. The pi’s (1st’ s k) are segments of code 
that will simulate the instruction cy, if and only if 11, = 1. 
The generation of the big number is straightforward (since one can multiply in 
CL So we need only show how the pi’s are coded. We will only handle the case 
when P k a Q-program and CY, is “if s = 0 then goto I”. Further details can be 
I 0 if_v#O M’ = 1 if x = 0 
14 = 0 G .Y = 0 and /Ii = 1 
i ifs =Oandh, = 1 L’ = 
0 otherwise 
1 0 if .Y = 0 I”- 1 ifs#O 
u = 0 C3 .t f 0 and II, = 1 
1 if .y f 0 and It, = 1 
I‘ = 
0 otherwise 
of the tape-head, respective!y. Since each tape contains at most &z-bits for some 
positive constant J, the values of each variable will be O(2”“). In a straightforward 
manner one can then simulate the move of 1 tepe-head ii O(2”“) moves of the 
program M. Since 2 must run in O(2”““ t+ne for some positive constant pi’, it 
follows that M can be constructed to run in 0\2’“““‘“) time. Kl 
From Lemmas 4 and 6 we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let C represent either Q, K or T. T/XVI those fruzctiom computable by 
C-programs are preciselql those comprltable by detertuitzistic litwar space bourrded 
TM ‘s. 
Essentially there are two reasons why the restrictions on languages Q, K and 7 
are necessary. Firstly, it is necessary that the programs compute only polynomial 
bounded functions of the input values. Secondly, care must be taken so that the 
restrictions do not preclude the control power needed to perform the simulation 
(Lemma 5). One notes that the restrictions imposed on the language 7 are much 
more intricate than those placed on 0 or K. The reasons are two-fold. The first is 
that the construct .‘A- + y ” allows variables to essentially have many name:;, even 
in the inner loop of a nested loop structure, and therefore restrictions i nposcd on 
variable names are not really effective. The second is that we need sutltraction by 
1 to be available inside a loop (see Lemma 5). One can easily AJW that the 
constructs “.K c- max(y, z )” or “x + min(y, z )” can replace the “s + >I” construct in 
r and we get the same result. The important difference between K and T then is 
that the values of variables cannot be exchanged in an inner (K) loop, while they 
can in the respective T loop. On the other hand, the opposite can be said for 
subtraction by 1. 
5. Extensions 
The proof of Theorem 3 depended basically on two properties of the languages 
Q, K and T. First, programs over these languages have to have the control power 
necessary to simulate certain time restricted M-programs (see Lemma 5). Secondly 
the value of each variable during the execution of such a program was bounded 
by a polynomial of the input values (see Lemma 3 and also the discussion at the 
end of Section 4). For the languages we now introduce WC adjust the restrictions 
to allow the programs to compute larger functions. In each language we will partition 
the vizriables into two disjoint classes I/ -(II ,, 11~. . .) and l&’ = (M',, CZ'~, . . .) tsce 
[ 15 1 for a similar division 1. We begin with the language Q,. The functions compu- 
table by Q,-programs are precisely those functions which can be computed by 
O(2”’ ) space bounded TM%. 
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Language constructs Restrictions’ 
0,: s + 1 1. The input variables belong to W. 
p+-x+j 2. No nesting of loops is allowed. 
s * s - ) 3. Let x be in W. If a construct “x +.x + y” 
do s is used (anywhere), then y is in W. . . Moreover, if “s t x + y ” appears inside 
end a “do s . . . end” construct, then s is also 
in W and no construct of the form “,v + 
y+Z ” appears within the same loop. 
4. Let s be in U. If a construct “s + s + y” 
appears inside a “do s . . . end” con.,rruct, 
then either s is in \V or no construct of 
the form “~9 +- y + z *’ appears within the 
same loop. 
‘T’hc language Q2 is very similar to that of 0, and the functions computable by 
&programs will he exactly those functions computable by polynomial space 
bounded TM’s. Q-, is defined exactly as Q1 except for two differences. The first is 
that tht: input variahlcs arc now required to belong to U. The second is that we 
willow the instruction ‘*A- +- lcngth(y )” where length& 1 denotes the number of bits 
of the number stored in ~3. Note that while the construct “s * lcngth(>Y’ appears 
to bc ;1 nontri\~ial one, the rcadtx cnn show that it is computable by a Q- OI 
K-program. 
As in Section 3 the desired results will bc achicv~d through a series of lemmas. 
t-or the sake of hrc\ity wt’ shall just state the ltmmas and omit the proofs since 
they are similar to those in Section 3. Wc will, however, provide accompanying 
remarks that should illustrate the ntxcssary ideas. In the following lemmas and 
subsequent theorem let H he the s\lm of the input sizes. 
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function of the values of variables already in U. This is illlustrated in the following 
diagram. 
Lemma 8. Let P(s,, . . . , .r,) be a Q-program (i = 1 or 2). Then f&v 1r . . . , x,) is 
computable by a 
(i) deterrnirlistic 0( 2“” I space bounded Turing machine for i = i 1 for .wtnc= positiw 
constarit c 4 
(ii, deterrhistic polynorniul space bounded Turirzg ntachirle for i = 2. 
The proof of Lemma 8 is straightforward and is also similar to that ‘)f Lemma 4. 
Lemma 9. Let f(sl, . . . .Y, ) be cotnputablc bJ* a deterrnirlistic s (H I-Smce fwwldcd 
Turiwg rnachirw. Tlwt : 
Ci) If s(rr I= O(2“’ j for somi~ constarit c, tlzcri f is computable by aii M-projyam 
which rum iri 0 (2 ” ” * ’ 1 time, for some constant k. 
(ii ) If’s (11 ) = 0( p (12 )) for souw po~yriornial p, the11 f is wmputab~e by arl IV-program 
\rsliic!r um itI O( 2’ ““’ ’ ) time, for some coristant c. 
The proof of Lemma 9 is similar to that of Lemma 6 using the fact that the 
maximum ~aluc of each variable is O(2 ““) and O(2”“‘) respectively. 
WC can now state our next theorem which follows from Lemmas 7 through 10. 
‘i8 0.H. Ihtrrrcl. L.E. Rocicr 
The results prcscntcd in this section so far also hold for K1 which has the same 
properties as QI. (A similar language can be defined that has the same properties 
;4s 02.) 
Restrictiom 
end 
r 
4. 
The input variables belong to W. 
The level of nesting for all loop structures 
is at most 2. 
Let s be in W. If that construct “s + _Y + 1” 
appears in the scope of a “do L’ . . . end” 
construct, then c is in ‘W. 
Consider any ncstcd loop structure. Let 
the construct “do L’ . . . end” btz the outer 
loop. The presence of a “do A- . . . end” 
construct within the outer loop shall pre- 
cludc the use of a “s + s + 1 l ’ construct 
within f~rzy inner loop contained within 
the -do 1‘ . . . end” construct IWICS.~ L’E M ~ 
and .Y E IJ. 
i) if 1’ - 0. .\ if \’ 1 i111l-1 
to perform a step of the simulation, used in Lemma 5, in a finite number of steps. 
Thus, for n-bit inputs, E-programs can simulate O(2”‘) time bounded Turing 
machines. The converse can also be shown. Again by adding the “X +length(y)” 
construct and modifying the restrictions we can also characterize the class of 
functions computable by polynomial time bounded TM’s 
Finally, we consider the extensions to nondeterministic programming languages. 
For purposes of illustration we only consider the languages 0, K and T, We allow 
the languages Q, K, T and M to be augmented with the construct “x c- choice((), 1)” 
to obtain respectively the languages Q’, K’, T’ and M’. Notice that the construct 
“got0 I,, Iz” is easily simulated in M’. Extensions for the othe - classes follow in 
the same manner. Since nondeterminism does not make sense but for acceptors, 
wc only consider programs with O/l valued output. Furthermore let C represent 
either Q ‘, K’ or T’. Let P(s,, . . . , x,) bc a C-program. Then P is said to accept 
the t-tuple (.I- 1, . . . , x1) if there exists a computation of P on input (X 1, . . . , .Y() such 
that P outputs a 0. The reader can easily check that nondeterministic versions of 
Lemmas 3 and 4 hold where Q, K, T and the words deterministic and Turing 
machine are replaced by Q’, K’, T’ and the words nondeterministi(-. and Turing 
acceptor, respectively. (A Turing acceptor is a TM whose output is restricted to 
be 0 or 1. The input s I # - . 9 #.I-, is accepted by such a TM A if there exists a 
computation of A on input _I-~ # * - Q #_Y, such that a O-output results.) The corrcs- 
pending version of Lemma 5 is given by the following. 
Proof. The Icmma follows much the same as Lemma 5 except that each case needs 
an additional subcasc when O, is l ‘K +-choice((), 1)“. The &tails can be found in 
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